Voluntary recall of forks for the following Rocky Mountain bicycle models:

Solo CX 2008, 2009 and 2010
Solo CXD 2008 and 2009
Solo CXR 2009
Metropolis SEA 2010

The above-mentioned model/year fork steerer tubes can break, causing a potential safety concern.

Some of these forks were not manufactured according to our standards, and we do not wish to risk any injuries and are therefore recalling all forks for the models and years listed so they can be replaced.

If you own one of the bikes listed above, please stop riding it immediately, and make arrangements to return it to your Rocky Mountain Bicycles dealer in order to have the fork replaced.

If you need more information, please contact our customer service department at 1-800-663-2512, or log on to bikes.com.

The Consumer Product Safety Commission will monitor the effectiveness of this recall.

Post until May 1st, 2011.